Global Commodity Manager for BB Electronics
A/S – Electronics Components
Our customer’s business is our North Star. Therefore, we are now looking for yet another skilled colleague who wants to make
sure that we continue our focus on providing sourcing solutions that balance liability and cost – without ever compromising the
quality and delivery performance towards our customers.
Your primary tasks
You will report to our Global Commodity Manager and become part of a dedicated team, who has the overall focus to
continuously develop our sourcing strategy and supplier base. In your role as commodity manager, you will have the overall
responsibility to constantly provide the best possible sourcing solutions within your commodity.
Therefore, we expect that you…
•
Act both strategic and operational within your domain
•

Continuously and proactively optimise our global vendor base and commercial agreements with your suppliers

•

Drive cost reductions with focus on TCO

•

Review supplier performance and drive supplier development

•

Identify and qualify potential new suppliers within your commodity

•

Work closely within our organisation to identify and release synergies across our facilities

•

Are based in Horsens but have a global responsibility

•

Work passionately and with great commitment to making a difference for our customers and BB Electronics

You and your competencies
You are proactive, listening and outgoing and it comes natural to you to understand complex processes. You are great at keeping
a sense of perspective, result oriented and can work independently as well as in teams. You are experienced within the
electronics industry and have a solid understanding of supply chain and sourcing strategy.
Besides from that you…
•
Are an experienced sourcing professional in Electronics Components
•

Have knowledge about production of electronics/EMS and complex supply chain, would be beneficial

•

Are a great negotiator and able to close the deal

•

Have analytical skills and able to put it into practical use

•

Great at networking and building relations with the suppliers and you can work on all levels of the organisation

•

Communicate effortlessly in English

How do you apply?
If you think the above matches you, then please send us your application and resume to hr@bbelectronics.dk. Deadline ASAP –
interviews will be held throughout the process and we will finalize the process as soon as we find the right candidate. So, don’t
wait to send your application. Start date as soon as possible. If you have any questions you are welcome to contact CPO, Karl
Aage Nielsen at + 45 4045 2216.

About BB Electronics
Founded in 1975, today BB Electronics is one of Scandinavia’s leading service companies in the field of electronics production and aims to be a
leader in automation and logistics, as well as innovative communicative and commercial solutions. The company’s services are used in a wide
range of industries, including telecommunications, IT, medical technology, industry, transport, etc. The company has a significant market
position in Denmark within both order and series production and exports a substantial share to the Northern European market, in addition to
selling locally in China to Western-based companies which also have branches there.
BB Electronics currently employs approximately 110 employees in Horsens and 440 in China. The Suzhou branch handles a mix of production
and organization-wide administrative tasks, while the Horsens office primarily manages the sales, logistics and production departments.
Recently BB acquired a factory in Czech Republic with additional 130 employees.

